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background
The Minnesota State Colleges and Universities Smart Transfer Plan was developed in 2010 to address
the results of the 2010 Student Transfer Survey1 and an internal audit.2 The Plan was also the result
of legislation3 passed in 2010. The Plan is a set of guidelines and recommended practices targeted
at making transfer work better for students, staff and faculty.
System colleges and universities began to implement the Plan immediately. A review of each
college and university’s website content related to transfer and articulation was provided by the
system office to each chief academic officer in November 2011 and again in February 2012.

2013 plan revision
Because the Smart Transfer Plan was intended for ongoing implementation, maintenance, and
continuous quality improvement, this 2013 revision is being published after review by the system’s
Transfer Oversight Committee.
In the time since the Smart Transfer Plan was first initiated, improved ways to provide transfer
information were identified. The Smart Transfer Plan detailed below articulates those, and
provides additional guidelines for clarifying transfer processes and communication.
The new (italicized) action steps in this 2013 Plan are meant to be implemented at all colleges and
universities during the 2012-2013 academic year. The plan is structured around four main areas:
course outlines, course equivalencies, appeals, and compliance and communication.
The Plan also includes a section identifying specific action steps to be undertaken at the system
office to provide training and coordinate information.

Contact
Questions about the Smart Transfer Plan can be directed to Louise DiCesare, System Director for
Transfer, at 651-201-1814, louise.dicesare@so.mnscu.edu
http://www.internalauditing.mnscu.edu/reports/2010-05-011-student_transfer.pdf
http://www.internalauditing.mnscu.edu/reports/2010-05-011-student_transfer.pdf
3
http://www.mntransfer.org/pdfs/transfer/PDFs/Transfer%20Bill%202010.pdf
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SMART TRANSFER PLAN

Course Outlines
College &
University
Action Steps

Timeline: By June 30, 2011; Lower-Division by June 30, 2012; Upper-Division by June 30, 2013

System
Action Steps

MINNESOTA STATE COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES

1)	Policy 3.21 revised to use course outline as document for transfer evaluations.
Timeline: Completed May, 2010

2) ISRS fields developed to allow for learning outcomes.
Timeline: Completed 2010

Expected
Outcomes
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Course outlines with required information for MnTC, lower and upper division
and technical courses (all courses) are provided on institutional websites with
a link to MnTransfer.org.

1) 	Immediate access to all course outlines eliminates need for syllabi to be
requested or utilized to evaluate courses for transfer.
2) 	Course evaluations occur more quickly and efficiently and support
easier transfer.
3) All required information about a course is provided on the outline.
Notes:
1)	ISRS has fields for required information for course outlines and standard
format; for MnTC courses, indicate MnTC competencies met by course
(at least 51% of competencies must be met).
2)	All course outlines must be displayed (not only those for courses currently
being offered).
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DAR s : C o u r s e E q u i v a l e n c i e s
College &
University
Action Steps

1)	Evaluate all MnTC, program, major, general education, and upper division
courses to determine equivalencies and encode all MnTC and equivalent
courses into DARS to display in u.select.4
2)	Evaluate and encode non-equivalent program, major, general, upper division
courses into DARS to display in u.select; so that, at a minimum, a student
will see how any MnSCU course will articulate.
3)	Review curriculum changes for all MnTC, program, major, general, lower and
upper division courses; evaluate these courses and encode them into DARS
on ongoing basis to display in u.select.
4)	Evaluate and encode technical courses into DARS to display in u.select
beginning with those in articulation agreements, and then all other technical
courses. Technical courses are evaluated from 2010 forward (curriculum
changes for technical courses before 2010 do not need to be evaluated).
5)	
Within u.select, when a ‘Request for Plan with Equivalencies’ is selected,
encoding must allow display of equivalent courses if they exist, whether
or not the student has taken courses.
6)	
Promote “Create a Plan with Equivalencies” in u.select among faculty, staff
and students by adding prompts for it on the Transfer Page (e.g. Do you
want to see how your courses transfer to programs at participating colleges
and universities? Get an account and create a plan in u.select”).
7)	
Include link for handouts about “Create a Plan in u.select:” http://www.dars.
mntransfer.org/updates/documents/pdf/Creating_Plan_Handoutx.pdf.
8) Include a link for the u.select tutorial on the transfer page, with a helpful
description of what u.select does before clicking on the u.select link.
9) E nsure DARS encoders are provided with information from the curriculum
committee/AASC about course/program changes.
10) 	Provide standard language describing u.select to be added to institutional
website transfer page.
Timeline: Items not italicized by June, 2012; italicized items by June, 2013
4

4

https://www.transfer.org/uselect/login.htm
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System
Action Steps

Timeline: Completed March 2010

2)	Standard message added to “Review a Plan” that sections are open and to
look for major course requirements.
Timeline: Completed April, 2012

3)	Enhancement made to u.select so that message states that plan opens
in a new window with all sections open, and to look for major course
requirements at the bottom of the plan.
Timeline: Completed June, 2012
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Expected
Outcomes
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1)	Standard message that course equivalencies don’t necessarily go both ways
added to u.select.

1) 	Students know how their courses will transfer into programs before, during
or after they take them.
2) 	Curriculum changes are encoded so that courses display correctly.
3) 	Technical courses are encoded so students know how they transfer including
those by articulation agreements.
4) 	Course equivalencies are visible in plans that are created before, during or
after they are taken.
5)	Students, faculty and staff are aware of u.select, what it does, and use it regularly.
6) 	Students understand how to read the u.select audit and understand major
requirements and how MnTC courses transfer.
7) Fewer transfer complaints/problems occur.
Notes:
1) 	Curriculum changes are available every year and must be encoded. DARS unit
offers training and provides support.
2) 	MnSCU.edu, Go Places, TES, ISRS may be used to assist in identifying
institutions with like programs and in viewing course descriptions. Faculty
may be provided with rights to view course descriptions for all other
MnSCU institutions in ISRS (not given changing rights) and the Transfer
Evaluation System (TES); (process needs to ensure the appropriate person
makes equivalency determinations).
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Appeals
College &
University
Action Steps

Policy 3.21: “When providing students with a transfer evaluation, colleges and
universities shall also provide information about a student’s right to appeal, the
appeal process, and links to the system and college or university appeal policies.
This information shall also be made available on each college and university
website, course catalog and transfer-related publications.” A standard message
will automatically be displayed on DARS audits.
1)	Provide institutional and system-level appeal information in multiple ways
(transfer page, transfer evaluation, email message, website, catalog, student
handbook, appeal forms, etc.).
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2)	Provide adequate staffing to handle appeals, if necessary.
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3)	Provide appeal forms and other relevant documents on transfer page,
catalogs, website, etc. and mention system-level appeal.
4) Describe types of documentation to assist with appeal.
5)	Maintain websites, catalogs, forms with institutional and system level
appeal information.
Timeline: By June, 2011

System
Action Steps

1)	Add standard message to DARS audits about institutional and
system-level appeal.
Timeline: Completed April, 2012

Expected
Outcomes

1) Students are aware of appeal process at the institutional and system level.
2) 	Appeals provide feedback to improve communication and transfer mechanisms.
Notes:
Students are responsible for providing documentation required for appeal
(course outlines, descriptions, tests, etc.).
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Compliance and Communication
about Transfer
College &
University
Action Steps

Implementation of the MnTC: Procedure 3.37.1: “Each system college
and university shall use the following criteria as published on the Minnesota
State Colleges and Universities website http://www.mnscu.edu/board/
procedure/337p1.html to ensure consistency of implementation of the
Minnesota Transfer Curriculum across the system:
1. C
 hecklist of Criteria for Evaluation of Courses Included in the Minnesota
Transfer Curriculum.
2. G
 uidelines for the Review and Design of a Minnesota Transfer Curriculum.

MINNESOTA STATE COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES

3. “
 Minnesota Transfer Curriculum Agreement.”
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1) E nsure Curriculum Committee/AASC follows Procedure 3.37.1 to use Checklist
of Criteria, Guidelines, and Minnesota Transfer Curriculum Agreement to
certify all courses for inclusion into the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum.
2)	Follow “Effective Practices” per Procedure 3.37.1 Part 5: Each system college
and university shall follow “Effective Practices for Communicating the Minnesota
Transfer Curriculum” as per the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities
website: http://www.mnscu.edu/board/procedure/337p1.html.
Transfer Page:
3)	Create a “Transfer” link directly from the institutional homepage that includes
links to MnTransfer.org, u.select, appeal information, course descriptions, course
outlines, transfer policies, articulation agreements, other types of transfer*
(CLEP, AP, IB, military, DSST, CPL, CBE, articulated college credit, PSEO,
international, etc.), and institutional transfer specialist resource information.
4)	
Display links to equivalency charts for AP, CLEP, IB, DSST from transfer page;
encode them in DARS for display in u.select.
5)	Provide a link to institution’s current MnTC on institutional website and provide
links to the institution’s archived MnTC beginning, minimally, with academic
years 2009-2010, 2010-2011, 2011-2012, and remaining on the site.
6)	Ensure that the “Minnesota Transfer Curriculum” can be searched on
the website.
7)	
Provide link to “Transfer Action Plan” on MnTransfer.org from institutional
transfer page: http://www.mntransfer.org/students/plan/s_tap.php.
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8) P rovide link to articulation agreement database through student portal from
transfer page: http://www.mntransfer.org/students/plan/s_agreements.php;
(Note: if separate articulation agreement lists or databases are provided on
institutional websites, they need to be maintained with assurance that all
agreements are in the MnTransfer.org database).
9)	
Provide colleges/universities link to the Veterans Education Transfer System
at: http://www.mnscu.edu/military/transfer.html.
10)	Post link to Policy 3.39 Transfer Rights and Responsibilities http://www.mnscu.
edu/board/policy/339.html on transfer page, and clearly label and describe it.
Maintain MnTC Course/Catalog Information:
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11)	Include MnTC goal areas in course descriptions on website and in ISRS
(and ensure they are consistent in all documents/websites/ISRS/DARS).
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12)	Clearly provide effective dates on all MnTC lists and program information.
13)	Provide course titles, specific course numbers, and credit values for all MnTC
courses on all lists.
14) D
 escribe requirements to complete individual goal areas if your college/
university certifies completion of the MnTC (including required courses).
15)	Continually review and update MnTC lists.
16)	Archive older catalogs and MnTC lists.
17) D
 esignate one person (i.e. transfer specialist or administrator) to oversee
transfer information and ensure it is maintained and updated. This person is
also responsible for:
• ensuring that current links from institutional websites are provided to
MnTransfer.org,
• ensuring articulation agreements are posted on MnTransfer.org,
• keeping MnTransfer.org transfer specialist contacts current,
• forwarding email from transfer listservs to all staff who work with transfer,
• ensuring that employees are aware of transfer tools/initiatives as appropriate.
18) S ubmit name of the person on each campus responsible for changes to DARS
program, transfer and audit encoding to the system office transfer unit.

SMART TRANSFER PLAN
MINNESOTA STATE COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES
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19)	List institutions that current articulation agreements exist with on academic
program information and include text requirement noting articulation
agreement (best practice documentation for this is at: http://www.dars.
mntransfer.org/updates/documents/pdf/Articulation%20agreement%20
information_text%20requirement.pdf).
20)	Consider development of articulation agreement tracking mechanisms to
know how many agreements are used.
Transfer Advising
21)	Communicate to students that they will need to notify their home institution
if they take courses at other system colleges and universities after their initial
enrollment so that their transcripts can be pulled and reviewed for transfer
(they also need to have transcripts sent from non-MnSCU institutions).
22)	Institutions that are seen as “terminal” and don’t have dedicated staff to
help students transfer out of their college or university need to refer students
to the college or university to which that they are planning to transfer. This
information can be provided on the transfer page since all institutions have
students who transfer out.
23)	Create “Transfer Advisory Groups” on campus to discuss transfer at least
once/semester--group could include administrator(s), registrar, advisors,
admissions, financial aid--any personnel who interface with transfer.
24)	Utilize promotional items for MnTransfer.org and u.select--make them
available to students (if/when available).
25)	Provide step-by-step instructions next to computers in advising offices,
explaining how to use u.select.
26)	Provide information on TV monitors and posters about who provides transfer
information on campus and information about MnTransfer.org and u.select.
Provide this information in all orientation sessions, in catalogs, on websites, etc.
27)	Develop a webpage that says, “If you need information about transfer,
contact XX dept.,” and provide contact information for all offices.
28)	Provide information to students to encourage early and frequent advising
(perhaps at least one mandatory advising session) at community and
comprehensive colleges.
29)	Inform students that specific courses are required for some majors, and
emphasize the need to obtain advising early and often.
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30)	Inform students to request subsequent transfer evaluations when they
change majors.
31)	Provide information to students at state universities and technical colleges
that direct them to contact future colleges and universities for transfer
advising if they decide to transfer out.
32)	Inform students to declare that they are following an articulation agreement
upon transfer to a university.
33)	Provide opportunities to increase understanding of u.select and its
capabilities to all staff and students to promote its use.
34)	Staff who work with transfer should attend at least one training session
per year.
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Timeline: Items not italicized by June, 2011; italicized items by June, 2013
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System
Action Steps

1)	Step-by-step instructions for using DARS and u.select developed.
Timeline: Completed 2007-2011

2)	Transfer Action Plan on MnTransfer.org revised to include explanation
of different types of associate degrees.
Timeline: Completed April, 2012

3) Added link for Military Credit to MnTransfer.org.
Timeline: Completed April, 2012

4) Added language about MnTC GPA on MnTransfer.org.
Timeline: Completed March, 2012

5)	Added language about broad field and statewide nursing articulation
agreements on MnTransfer.org.
Timeline: Completed May, 2012

Expected
Outcomes

1)	The Minnesota Transfer Curriculum is implemented consistently across
system colleges and universities.
2) Consistent, accurate transfer information is provided.
3) Transfer information is directly accessible from homepage.
5) 	MnTC information is consistent in ISRS, DARS, in catalogs, and in
course descriptions.
6) 	All transfer-related information is provided on transfer website page.
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7) Effective dates are provided for MnTC and program information.
8) Archived program/course /catalog information is available.
9) 	All MnTC information is provided on program plan (Associate in Arts
degree and/or MnTC).
10) Students understand when to request transcripts.
11) 	Links to system transfer information are provided on institutional websites.
12) Links to veteran’s information is provided on institutional websites.
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13) Students are provided direction when planning to transfer out.
14) 	Articulation agreements are housed in a searchable database and
are maintained.
15) 	Students are provided direction to obtain transcripts.
16) Transfer is discussed internally at system colleges and universities.
17) 	Students, faculty and staff are instructed in how to create plans in u.select.
18) Students know who to contact for information, questions, etc.
19) Advising is promoted.
20) 	A designated individual monitors transfer information on websites,
articulation agreements, publications, listservs, DARS, ISRS, etc. to
ensure it is maintained and accurate and promotes awareness of
transfer tools/initiatives among employees.
21) 	Articulation agreement institutions are listed on program planners
and in u.select so that students know early where the program has
transfer opportunities.
22) 	Students will disclose that they are following articulation agreements when
they transfer to a university.
23) 	Articulation agreements are tracked to understand their utilization.
24) Students have access to Policy 3.39 Transfer Rights and Responsibilities.
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25) 	Faculty and staff understand u.select and its capabilities. Promote its use
with students.

SMART TRANSFER PLAN
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*Notes:
1) 	Other types of credit information should be provided according to those
utilized by the system college/university. Equivalency charts can be encoded
and displayed for:
• CLEP: College-Level Examination Program
• AP: Advanced Placement
• IB: International Baccalaureate
• DSST: DANTES Subject Standardized Tests
The following are other common terms:
• CPL: Credit for Prior Learning
• CBE: Credit by Exam
• Articulated College Credit: College credit given for high school courses
• PSEO: Post-Secondary Options Program
	This information is required per System Procedure 3.37.1 http://www.mnscu.
edu/board/procedure/337p1.html”
2)	Students are responsible for reviewing how their courses transferred and
applied to their program; for seeking advising; for asking questions; for
providing information necessary to evaluate courses when necessary; for
seeking information from staff, websites, etc., for letting the appropriate
department(s) know when they’ve changed their program and for requesting
another transfer audit at that time; for submitting appeals; for requesting
updated transcripts when they take courses after their initial enrollment.
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System Office Training
and Coordination
System Office
Action Steps

Training
1) 	Transfer Specialist Conference and DARS User Conference are held during
Fall Semester.
2) 	Transfer Orientation held during Spring Semester; Regional Transfer Meetings
are held annually.
3) 	Presentations at colleges/universities to transfer staff are provided upon request.
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4)	Training provided on DARS encoding, u.select administration and
transfer articulation.
5)	Webinars, captivate and other electronic presentations developed and provided.
Communication from System Office
1) Transfer listservs are maintained.
2) MnTransfer.org and DARS websites are maintained.
3) Transfer Center website is maintained.
4) Phone/email support and advice is provided.
5)	Transfer Tips are sent to two transfer listservs periodically (MnSCU Transfer
listserv and MnSCU and non-MnSCU listserv).
6)	CAOs, CSAOs are added to both transfer listservs upon request; all transfer
specialists, advisors, counselors, registrars, admissions officers are added to
both transfer listservs.
7)	Develop/maintain websites, listservs, and other communication strategies.
8)	Promote development of articulation agreements http://www.mntransfer.org/
educators/transfer/e_overview.php.
9) Link u.select to “eservices.”
Timeline: Ongoing
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SYSTEM OFFICE TRAINING AND COORDINATION
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Expected
Outcomes

1)	Information about transfer is communicated and updated on an ongoing basis.
2) Consistent, accurate advising is promoted.
3) Accurate communication about transfer is provided.
4)	Access to transfer information is readily available to staff/faculty to
promote efficiency.
5) System tools are promoted.
6) Communication between institutions and system office is enhanced.
Note:
The Academic Program unit provides guidance in the development of articulation
agreements for new programs, and the Transfer unit provides guidance for the
development/revision of articulation agreements for existing programs.

